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This paper proves the coefficients in the irreducible representations of a 
finite group ($5 to be a link between the irreducible representations of the 
S-rings on (5 and their related class functions. The special case of commutative 
S-rings has been dealt with in [6], that of S-rings contained in the center of 
the group algebra can be found in [4] and [5]. An application of this theory to 
the orders of the centralizers of the elements in finite groups has been given 
in [2]. 
Let r be the group algebra of the finite group (5 over the field C of complex 
numbers. A subalgebra T of r is said to be an S-ring on 6 [8; 9, 23.11 if 
there exists a decomposition 
of the group 8 into nonempty, trivially intersecting sets 1, with the properties: 
(1) The elements ri = CceXi G (; = 1, ..., t) of I’ form a C-basis of 7 
(2) For every Xi there exists a zj consisting exactly of the inverses of all 
elements contained in 2, . 
We call the sets 2, the T-classes of Q, and the 7, the simple basis elements 
of T. 
.L\n S-ring T is called unitary, if the unit element E of 8 is contained in T 
(and therefore forms a T-class by itself). 
A complex-valued function on (r, is said to be a T-class function, if it is 
constant on any T-class of oi. We shall be concerned with the algebra T# 
of all T-class functions which is provided with the algebraic compositions 
( f + g> (G) = f(G) + g(G), (fg) (G‘) =f(G)g(G), (4 ((3 = cf(G’) 
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for all ,f, s E T#, all G E 8, and all c l C. Any C-basis 
/3, = vh 2 bi(G ‘) G (; =: 1, .“, f) 
Gm 
of an S-ring 7’ yields a C-basis 
b, : G + hi(G), G E 6 (i == 1, “‘) f) 
of the algebra T# of all T-class functions, and vice versa. But we are mainly 
interested in those C-bases of T# which are connected with the coefficients of 
the irreducible representations of T. The connecting link is given by the 
coefficients of the irreducible representations of 8 itself (Theorem 1.1). 
Since the computation of the irreducible representations of a finite group is 
sometimes difficult, we give another method of obtaining these special 
T-class functions. This is done by reducing completely the image R(T) of T 
by a regular representation R : G a R(G) of 6 instead of reducing R itself 
(Theorem 1.2). We apply our theory to those special S-rings on G which 
have as their T-classes the double cosets PGL! of a subgroup f! of (5 (Theorem 
I .3). 
The fact that the T-class functions related (in the sense of Theorem 1 .l) to 
the irreducible representations of T can be expressed in terms of the coeffi- 
cients of the irreducible representations of 05 is however of theoretical impor- 
tance. It gives rise to numerical relations between the irreducible representa- 
tions of T and their related T-class functions (Section II). The most useful 
of those relations (Theorem 2.8) implies as a special case a well known 
theorem of Frame [I] and Wielandt [9, 30.51 which connects the degrees of 
the irreducible constituents of the permutation representation of any finite 
transitive permutation group 6 with the lengths of the systems of transitivity 
of the subgroup Oji, of those elements of 8 fixing one letter (Theorem 2.9). 
I f  we specialize T to be the center of the group algebra, then these numerical 
relations reduce to the well known orthogonality relations of the irreducible 
characters of finite groups. 
I. T-CLASS FUPXTIONS RELATED TO THE 
IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF 2' 
Any S-ring 7’ on a finite group 8 is a semisimple algebra [8, p. 386, foot- 
note; 9, remark after 23.31. Every representation of T over C is therefore 
completely reducible. Since T is a subalgebra of the group algebra r of (li, 
every irreducible representation of T occurs as an irreducible constituent of at 
least one of the irreducible representations of 8, if they are linearly extended 
onto r and then restricted to T. These are the very simple but fundamental 
facts for that what follows. 
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‘I&~RExI I. I. Let T be an S-ring on a finite group (5 with the T-classes 
2, and the simple basis elements 7, (i :m~ 1, .-., t). Let 
y,> == degreeF, (v := 1, “‘, Y) 
be a complete set of pair&se inequivalent irreducible representations of T over C, 
and let A be a complete set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible representations 
f),, : G - D,o(G) = (d:;‘(G))+, . . ..I. r(, , GE(~; 
,I‘P =-: degree D,, (p == I, “-) 12) 
of 6 over C such that all the representations 
7 - Dp(T), TET (p = 1, “‘, n) 
of 7’ are completely reduced with the representations FV of 7’ as their irreducible 
constituents. The complex-valued functions 
d;;’ : G---f d:;‘(G), G E (5 (K, x = 1, ‘.‘) xp; p = 1, .“( II) 
shall be identrfied with their linear extensions onto the group atgebra r of 6. 
We denote by 
li”’ : -r + d;.;‘(r), h,i. 7 E T, 
the restriction of di$’ to T, and by 
f$’ : 7 -f;;‘(T), 7 E T, 
the complex-valuedfunctions on T defined by the coejicients of F,, Then we have: 
(a) The mappings 
(I” . G- 
Pip . p,;;‘(G) = 2 .v,d;,“‘(G), G E 6 
(j(p)=/(v) 
Kfl. -rd 
(a, /3 = 1, “‘,y,.; !J = I, ‘..) Y) 
are a C-basis of the algebra T# of all T-class functions of 6. 
(b) The elements 
?;“,’ = & 2 &)(G-‘) G (/3 = 1, .,.,yv) 
GH5 
are a C-basis of a minimal right ideal St” of T (a = 1, ..., y,; Y = 1, ‘.., Y) 
with the property that the right multiplications of $“’ by the elements 7 E T 
yield, related to this basis, the irreducible representation F, of T. They are 
“matrix units” of T, which means 
c/r) /I’, 
‘?:,t ‘7-d -I ~/,,,6,,7$ 
where S,,,, and 6,, are Kronecker symbols. 
We call the p’,,j (N, ,3 = 1, ., y,,) the ‘I’-class functions of (5 related to F,, 
by d. Our next Theorem I .2 shows that the y$ are in fact the same for 
any A. The reference to A can then he dropped. The elements 
are the primitive idempotents of the centre of 7’. ‘I’heir coefficient functions 
remain unchanged, if we replace FY by an equivalent representation (they 
are therefore independent of A as well). tt:e call the I&. (V :-- 1, .1-, Y) the 
T-characters of 6. 
Proof. M’e use the C-basis 
of l’, and form the elements 
We shall prove these elements to have the properties stated in the theorem. 
Because of the assumption on the D, we get 
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‘I-he right multiplications of the elements q!$ (j3 = 1, . . ..JJ..) by the elements 
7 E T therefore induce the representation F,, of T. If, on the other hand, there 
exists a #P) with &) = 0, then we have also @’ == 0 and &E’ = 0 for any hit 
A :-. I, -.., .vP by thTspecia1 form assumed for I), ‘l’he same calculation as 
before then yields 
ET)7 = 0 // h for all 7 t 1‘. 
Every irreducible representation F,, of T is in a one-to-one correspondence 
to a minimal two-sided ideal 3,, of T which, by the semi-simplicity of T, is 
isomorphic to the ring M, (C) of all yV x y,.-matrices over C. Hence there 
exists a C-basis e$(~u, /3 m= 1, -.., y,,) of 3,. such that 
K&;;‘) = c%yh)y,E= 1.“‘. ‘I,, 
are the matrix units of ,2Z,t,(C). S ‘ince 3,. is in the kernel of B,, for 1~ + V, we 
have 
F&;;‘) = 0 for all p f  v  (I* =-- 1, ..,, r). 
From these facts we get 
‘/ ,I 
%r 
we;,) ~_ 6 !tv ~C?(e2) 71:: -= ?dL77$’ 
n;=l 
The unit element E of 6 can be written in the form 
The elements qnB ‘“’ are hence a C-basis of T. I f  we write 
&’ = h c; &‘(G-‘) G = & 2 ( 
GE6 
z &‘(G-‘) j G, 
cd5 Q+;;) 
then (a) is proved, since the 9: are obviously a C-basis of T#. By what we 
have already shown the 
x21”’ = & c&’ (a = 1, “‘,y”; v  = 1, .‘.) r) 
are indeed minimal right ideals of T satisfying (b). 
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Remark. The T-class J, containing the unit element E of 8 is a sub- 
group 0 of 8 and 
is the unit element of T [8, (1.6)]. Therefore F,,(C) = EYY is the unit matrix 
for all Y = 1, .‘., Y. Then all Dp(e) are diagonal matrices with only O’s and 
l’s as coefficients. The number of l’s in the maindiagonal is exactly the multi- 
plicity of the identity representation of 2 in the restriction of D, to 2. If  and 
only if T is non-unitary, that is I! f  (E), there exists at least one D, such 
that the diagonal matrix D,(E) contains zeros in the main diagonal, which 
means 
$,) I 0 for some K = 1, “‘,N,. 
To have the T-class functions related to the irreducible representations 
of an S-ring r in terms of the coefficients of the irreducible group representa- 
tions is very valuable for theoretical purposes as can be seen in Section II. 
We are now going to give another presentation of them which is better adapt- 
ed to practical calculations. Nevertheless this presentation has an important 
theoretical aspect too: It proves the T-class functions related to an irreducible 
representation of T to be the same for any system A of irreducible group 
representations. 
THEOREM I .2. Let T be an S-ring on the finite group 8. Let R : G ---f R(G) 
be a regular representation of 0, such that 
T + R(T) = 
0 ‘.. ES, x F,(T) 0 ’ 
T E T, 
0 “. 0 0 
is completely reduced. (A zero matrix occurs in the lower right corner if and only 
if T is nonunitary.) We decompose conformably the matrices 
R(G) = 
R,,(G) ... R,,(G) R,,,+,(G) 
R,.,(G) ... R,,.(G) R,,r;,(G) 
Rrg,dG) ... R,dG) R+,,,+,tG: 
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(v = 1, '.', r), 
where S!“.)(r) =F,,(T), 7 E T (i = I ..., z,,; v  _- 1 ..., Y). 
Let~~~(n,~=l;..,y,;u-I,~,-, r) be the G-class functions on 6 related 
to the irreducible representations F, of T by a complete system A of irreducible 
representations of (li as in Theorem I .I. Then we have: 
(4 (~~;;‘(G)>a.~=l....,~,, = i Sjr’(G) for all G E ctr (V = 1, ..., I). 
i=l 
(b) Z” = &(E) = 2 x,forallar,p = 1, . . ..y.andallv = 1, ..., Y. 
2(P) p 
K2 = aI3 
The y$ are therefore the same for any A; we can refer to them merely as 
the T-class functions of 6 related to F,, We call the multiplicity z,, of F, 
in R(T) the degree of 9:; for all (Y, ,I3 = 1, ., y,, . 
Proof. In order to make a regular representation i? of 6 out of the 
Dp E A we have to reproduce every Dp exactly xP times (x, = degree Dp) along 
the main diagonal. I f  we sum up all those coefficients of I? for which we have 
ay ==f$ we get the T-class functions related to F,. by A: 
These coefficients are of course in the (cy, @-positions of the irreducible con- 
stituents F,, in l?(T). These two facts just mentioned are not altered, if we 
transform I? by a permutation matrix into a representation fi such that merely 
the irreducible constituents of 8(T) are rearranged into the same arrangement 
as in R(T): 
i 
E,1 x F,(T) “. 0 0 
l?(T) = R(T) = 
i 
for all 7 E 7’. 
0 . . . I:‘,’ x F,(T) 0 
0 . . . 0 ” 0 
fi then satisfies the statements of our theorem. But there exists a non- 
singular Matrix A such that 
R(G) = A-“&(G) A for all GE 6. 
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From this it follows 
AR(T) = R(T) A for all 
which means 
7 E T, 
-4, = B” x Et,,, , degree B,, == z,, (V = 1, 
With R;’ = (bFj),,i we now have for v  = 1, 1.e) Y 
R,,(G) = il;‘&(G) A, = (B,l x E,,J 
i 
S;?(G) ... S:‘,‘,(G) 
: 
i 
(Bv X 
1.) . 
-%“h 
This is our statement (a); (b) is an immediate consequence of (a) 
Let 7’ be an S-ring on the finite group (Et. The T-class %r containing the 
unit element E of (5 is a subgroup 2 of 6, 
is the unit element of T, and every T-class 
is the union of double cosets 2G2 of 6 [S, (1.6)]. But the elements 
are obviously the simple basis elements of an S-ring on 8, which can be 
written (with r as the group algebra of 8 on C) as ZE. Let us apply our 
theory to the S-ring EWE. 
The elements EG, G E 6, form a C-basis of the right ideal ET of r. Related 
to this basis 8 is represented on the right-%-module Z by the representation 
D : G + D(G) of 8, which is induced by the identical representation of ,f?. 
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The left multiplications of ET by the elements of ZC yield all the B-endo- 
morphisms of ET [S, (1.7)]. Related to the basis EG, G E 6, they give all the 
matrices permutable with the representation D of 6. Let I), , .-I, D, be the 
irreducible constituents of D, and let eP be the multiplicity of DP in D. I f  
we completely reduce the algebra C’(D) of all matrices permutable with D, it 
has exactly r irreducible constituents, the e,‘s are their degrees, and the 
sp = degree DP (p .- I, ‘.‘, r) are their multiplicities. Since EWE is contained 
in or, the regular representation of EI’E appears as a constituent of V(U). The 
reduction of the algebra r(D) has th erefore in fact all the irreducible repre- 
sentationsF,. of Zt as its irreducible constituents. Hence ErE has Y irreducible 
representations F,, , and the degree y. of F,, is equal to the multiplicity eP of 
one of the irreducible constituents DP of D. 
It is a well known fact, that any irreducible representation DP of 6 appears 
in D as often as the identical representation of 2 appears in the restriction of 
D, to 2. But this means D,(Zr) # 0 ‘f 1 an only if DP has a nonzero multi- d 
plicity e, in I). In other words: all irreducible representations D, of 6 used 
in Theorem 1.1 in order to express the related Zc-class functions ptb occur 
in D, and, up to equivalence, only these. If  we take any complete set of pair- 
wise inequivalent irreducible representations F,, (V = 1, “‘, r) of EWE, then 
we can assume the D&CC) to be completely reduced with the FL, as their 
irreducible constituents. 
Any element of ET has the form 
EY = EYE -’ (Ey - EYE), Y E r, 
with the first term in $6, and the second term contained in the left annihilator 
(ZE), of Cc in cr. It follows that Er as a right ZG module is the direct sum 
and therefore contains exactly the regular representation of Zc, which is of 
degree t = ~~=,y~ , yl, = degree F, , and the zero representation of degree 
II - t, n = j 6 : 2 1. Hence every irreducible representation F, of $6 appears 
as an irreducible constituent of D(d'c) with the multiplicity yy  = degree F,, . 
But the representation D of Q has altogether ci=r eP = ~~Z1yy irreducible 
constituents Do . Any D,(Cc) (p = 1, ..., r) contains at least one F,. as an 
irreducible constituent. Hence any D,(Zc) (p = 1, ..‘, Y) contains exactly 
one F,, , and we can choose the notation such that 
Dv(crc) = (2 ;, (v = 1, A.‘, r). 
Since F,, cannot be contained in any D&Cc), p # v, the 3+class functions 
related to F,arecp$i =xyd,!$(01,/3 = 1, “‘,yy; Y = 1, . . ..r).and the degree 
a,, of y$’ is equal to the degree x,. of D,, We collect the results just obtained. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let 6 be a finite group, and let 2 be a subgroup of 8. The 
subalgebra 
of the group algebra I’ of 6 over C is an S-ring on 6 with the double cosets BG2, 
G E 6, as the Z&asses of 6. Let F,, (V := 1, ., r) be a complete set of pairwise 
inequivalent irreducible representations of EJ; over C. Denote by D : G ---f D(G) 
the representation of 8, which is induced by the identical representation of 2. 
Take the irreducible constituents D, , ‘.., D, of D such that each D,($E) is 
completely reduced with the F,, as its irreducible constituents. Then we have (with 
an appropriate numeration of the D, and the F,.): 
(a) r -= s. 
(b) For any irreducible representation D,, of 6 it is D,(eI’c) + 0 if and only ;f  
D, is a constituent of D. 
(c) D,(Ze) m= [: 00) for all Y = 1. -“(r. 
(d) The multiplicity e,. of I),. in D is equal to the degree y,, of F,, (v = 1, ..., r). 
(e) The complex-valued ~functions 
&’ : G ---f q&‘(G) ~- sYd$(G), GE6 (a, p = 1, . . ..Y”). 
defined by the coefficients and the degree s,. of 
D,.(G) -= (d:;'(G)),,,_, ,..., i., 
are the &c-class .functions of 6 related to F,. (v = 1, ..., r). This means: The 
functions 
d;;’ : G + d;,‘(G), GE6 (a, p = 1, “‘,y,; V =: 1, “‘) Y) 
are a C-basis of the algebra of all complex-valued functions on 8 which are con- 
stant on every double coset I!GQ, G E 6. 
(f) The degree 2,. == v,$(Z?) of q$ (cu, fi = 1, ‘.., y%.) is equal to the degree x,. 
of D, (V = 1, ‘.., T). 
The results on the special S-rings JE are translatable into the language 
of permutation groups. If  6 is a finite transitive permutation group, then take 
L! to be the subgroup 8, of all elements of 8 fixing one letter. The cosets 
B,GBr are in a one-to-one correspondence with the systems of transitivity 
of @i, t and D is the permutation representation of 6. 
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As a matter of fact the notion of an S-ring had its origin in the theory of 
finite permutation groups [9, Chap. IV]. It appeared first in the study of 
finite permutation groups having a regular subgroup sj. We then have 
8 = 6isj, 6, n $7 = (1). The “module of transitivity” C(& 6i) [9, 
$211, which is a unitary S-ring on sl, [9, 24.11, is isomorphic to ZE 
in the strong sense, that every simple basis element of C(sj, 8,) is mapped 
onto a simple basis element times l/i 6, 1 of EPE [3, p. 3981. Investigating 
C(.& 8,) instead of dealing with ERIE has in this case the advantage of being 
concerned with a subgroup of (F, only instead of 6 itself. 
11. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
In this section T always denotes an S-ring on a finite group 6 of order g 
with the T-classes Zi and the simple basis elements 7i (z’ = 1, ..., t). We take 
a complete set F, (V = 1, ..., Y) of pairwise inequivalent irreducible repre- 
sentations of T over C, and a set d of pairwise inequivalent irreducible 
representations D, (p = 1, . . ., n) of 6 such that the representations r + D, (T) 
of Tare completely reduced with the Fr as their irreducible constituents. Since 
T is a semisimple algebra, we have 
t = dim, T = y, = degree F, . 
“=I 
\Ve use the notation TF = CGETi G-l and form the square matrices 
where the triples (v, 01, 6) with cy, /3 = 1, ..., yP; v  = 1, ..., r in their lexico- 
graphic order are used as row indices, and the i = 1, ..‘, t as column indices. 
LVe shall always denote by Gi an element of Zi . With the T-class functions 
p$ related to the irreducible representations 17,. of T we form the square 
matrices 
Finally we form diagonal matrices out of the lengths ti = 1 ‘zi 1 (; = 1, ***, t) 
of the T-classes Xi, and of the degrees 
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We shall repeatedly use the presentation of the vXL’ “” in terms of the coeflicients 
of d given by Theorem 1 .l 
PROPOSITION 2.1. ZF : QT. 
Proof. Taking Theorem 1 .l into account we get 
= cp$(G,) t, 
We always denote by A’ the transposed of any matrix A. Then we have: 
PROPOSITIOK 2.2. I+‘*@’ g E, . 
Here g is the order of 6, and E, means the unit matrix of degree t. In the 
special case of T = Z - center of the group algebra r, these relations are 
the orthogonality relations of the irreducible characters written in a slightly 
different form from usual. 
E%of Applying Theorem 1.i we calculate the ((v, a, @), (p, y, c))-coef- 
ficient of the left side. For this purpose we take a d$’ with i,$’ =.fLE’. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. F’ZF* :x g * T. 
For T = center of r, this is once more equivalent to the orthogonality 
relations of the columns in the character table of 65. 
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E’ronf. Ilsing Theorem I .I the (i,j)-coefficient of the left side is 
Here we have to remember the remark after the proof of Theorem 1.1 
that in the case of a nonunitary S-ring, and only in this case, there are some 
c!$’ annihilating T. Adding them in to get the character of the regular 
representation of 6 does not affect the calculation. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. @*T@’ “g .%. 
This relation reduces to the orthogonality relations of the rows in the 
character table of 6, if we specialize T to be the center of r. 
Pvoqf. Calculating the ((v, 01, fl), (p, y, e))- coefficient of the left side we get 
We introduce the matrix 
which differs from F by replacing each coefficient J$(T~) by $z(~~) (instead 
of,f~~‘(~‘) as it is done in F*). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. 
where i* is defined hy 7: =:~ T,* (i = 1, ..., 1). 
Proof. ‘i-here are rational integers nijk d 0 such that 
\Ve calculate, as in the proof of Proposition 2.3, the (i, j)-coefficient of the 
left side. 
If  we assume the unit element I< of (6 to he contained in T, , this is equal 
to a,j, . Since 
our proposition is proved. 
The r,~$ are a C-basis of I. ’ There are therefore complex numbers 
such that 
Let D, = xi he the identical representation of G. We assume &’ = x1 . 
With this notations we get: 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. 
Proof. ‘The ((v, a, ,8), (CL, y, c))-coefficient of the left side is to be calculated 
as follows using Theorem 1 .I. 
Proposition 2.3 can be used in order to express the coefficients uiin in the 
products 
in terms of the .f$(TJ: 
A similar expression holds for the 
in terms of the p$(Gi), using Proposition 2.4. 
Let I, be the T-class of Q containing the unit element B of 0. Since 2, is a 
subgroup I.? of CFi (8, (I .6)], t, is a divisor of the group order g. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. det F is the square root of a rational integer; it is divisible 
f ly gtl”-’ . 
I’voof. Since F” can be obtained from 1; by permuting some ro\\s and 
some columns of F. we have det F* det F. Proposition 2.3 yields 
Every T.-class Ii is a union of double cosets Z,GZ, [8, (1.6)]. The integral 
coefficients aij(: 3 0 in 
as well as all the t, are therefore divisible hv t, Hence the elements 
form a C-basis of T with the rational integers b,,,, ~,~,~.jt, as the coefficients 
in their multiplication table. Then we get’ 
Let us denote t =: (I it,) &..z, G as in Theorem I .3 with X1 < 8 instead of 2. 
The left multiplication of ET -= zcEC5 CEG by ok is represented, relative to the 
basis EG, G E 05, by a matrix with only zeros and ones as its coefficients 
[3, p. 3971. Since the representation of T by the left multiplication of ET by 
the elements 7 E 7’ contains the regular representation of T, this fact proves 
the traces civ,f$:)(~~) of all the matrices F,.(u,) to be algebraic integers. 
If  we define the matrices 
c :~’ (f~~'(ai))~v,~.p~ ,r , c* (.h~~)(“.i))(v,c4,~l .i I 
then the above calculation yields the (i,j)-coefficient of C’C* which is an 
algebraic integer. Adding thejth column of C’C* to the first for allj = 2, ..‘, t, 
and taking dz’ with dz’ =.f:i into account, we get 
1 The author owes the following argument to Professor G. Higman. 
as the coefficient in the ith row of the new first column. If  we add afterwards 
the ith row to the first for i = 2, .‘., t, we get in the same way gtj/tf as the 
jth coefficient in the first row forj = 2, “., I, and 
$2 fi = ($i’ 
I 2-l 1 ’ 
as the (I,l)-coefficient. Our results show that 
(+ det C)’ = f  ($-j’. det (C’C*) 
is an algebraic integer. Hence the rational number 
is a rational integer, which was to be proved. 
The proof of Proposition 2.7 yields immediately: 
THEOREM 2.8. Let T be an S-ring on the $nite group 8 of order g with the 
T-classes xi of the lengths t; = j Zi 1 (i = 1, ..., t), and with the unit element E 
of 8 contained in 2, . Let yy  (V = 1, ‘.., r) be the degrees of the irreducible 
representations F, of T, and denote by z,, the degree of the T-class functions on 6 
related to F,. . Then we have: 
(a) The number 
is a rational integer 
(b) If  det F is a rational integer, then q is a square. 
We note that Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 are on the lines marked by 
Frame [I, Theorem B] and Wielandt [9, $301. In fact if we apply our 
Theorem 2.8 to these special S-rings on 8, which have as their T-classes 
the double cosets L?GL! of a subgroup L? of 6, then we get, taking Theorem 1.3 
into account, 
THEOREM OF FRAME AND WIELANDT 2.9. Let 6 be afinite transitivepermu- 
tation group of degree n, and let Sl be a subgroup of all those elements of 6 
jixing one letter. I f  n, , . ‘., n, are the lengths of the systems of transitivity of @+ , 
ur7d if the permutation represet7tation 11 o/’ 6 has the irreducible representatiow 
n 1 1 .‘., D, of 6 as its irreducible constitueflts, each DP zcith the nultiplicity e, ( 
nl7d if sli == degree II, (p -~- 1, .... r), the17 the number 
is a ratiol7al integer. 
I f  in a special case (for instance, if 7’ is contained in the center of the group 
algebra [4, (2.17)]) det Q, is also an algebraic integer, then we can prove, 
using Proposition 2.4, that 
il + 
is a rational integer too. 
‘I’he author is very grateful to the British Council for a scholarship to the Mathema- 
tical Institute of Oxford University in the academic year 1963-64, where this paper was 
arittcn. 
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